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Understanding Risk Tolerance and
Risk Capacity
When determining an appropriate asset allocation
mix, it is important to consider not only one’s risk
tolerance, but also one’s risk capacity.
An investor’s risk tolerance refers to his or her aversion
to risk, while an investor’s risk capacity relates to his or
her ability to assume risk. Sometimes, an investor’s
risk capacity and risk tolerance do not match up. If an
investor’s capacity to take risk is low but the risk
tolerance is high, then the portfolio should be
reallocated more conservatively to prevent taking
unnecessary risk. On the other hand, if an investor’s
risk capacity is high but the risk tolerance is low,
reallocating the portfolio more aggressively may be
necessary to meet future return goals. In either case,
speaking with a financial advisor may help to
determine if your risk tolerance and risk capacity are in
sync.
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Chambers Financial Group is a
comprehensive financial services
firm that was founded in 1984
with the goal of assisting our
clientele with a holistic financial
view in mind. We integrate many
of the financial areas in your life,
including investment planning,
portfolio management, retirement
planning, estate and tax planning.
We are an independent family
practice dedicated to providing
objective, responsible financial

planning assistance to a broad
range of clients. Our objective is
to help our clients live the life
they wish to, both now and in the
future. Our clients’ success is our
success.
We believe in building long-term
relationships with our clients. We
believe in the value of building
trust and confidence with long
range plans to achieve your
financial goals. We give unbiased,
honest advice and believe

patience along with discipline is
crucial in the achievement of
defined investment goals.
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How Can Grandparents Help with
College Costs?
If your grandchildren are fortunate enough to have you
chip in with their college costs, there are a few things
you need to be aware of before you start writing
checks.
The most straightforward way for a nonparent to help
a student pay for college is with a cash gift. Gift tax
rules in 2013 allow any individual to give another
individual up to $14,000 per year ($28,000 from a
couple) without the gift counting against the lifetime
estate tax exemption. A problem with this approach is
that your contribution will be taken into consideration
when the student applies for need-based financial aid.
Cash given directly to a student the year before he or
she applies may be considered student income,
reducing need-based aid by as much as 50% of the
amount given. Furthermore, money held in the
student’s name is treated as a student asset, reducing
aid by another 20%. Cash given to the parents also
counts against financial aid, albeit at a much lower rate
of up to 5.64%. To potentially avoid any financial aid
impact with a cash gift, keep in mind that the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid takes into
account income from the prior year in determining
need-based aid. Hence, consider giving the money
when you know the student will not be applying for
aid next year.
Another approach is to offer to help pay back the
student’s loans. By waiting until the student is done
with school, you avoid financial aid concerns and help
ease his or her debt burden as the student enters the
workforce. This strategy may be particularly useful for
students with subsidized loans, which don’t begin to
accrue interest until after graduation.
Grandparents may also open a 529 college-savings
account in the name of a student. One of the
advantages of this approach for the account owner (the
grandparent) is that many states offer income tax
deductions on 529 contributions, though you must
typically make the contribution to your home state’s
plan in order to earn the deduction. Another benefit is
that the IRS allows a five-year acceleration of the gift
tax exclusion for such contributions, allowing an
individual to contribute as much as $70,000 in a single
year to a 529 in a student’s name. A disadvantage to
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this approach is that distributions from a 529 owned
by someone other than the student or his or her
parents are counted as student income and may reduce
the amount of need-based financial aid available by
$0.50 for every dollar distribution. Waiting to use 529
distributions from a grandparent-owned account until
the student’s final year is one way to avoid this
problem.
One final option that some grandparents might
consider is paying tuition directly to the university on
the student’s behalf. This has special appeal for those
who want to give large amounts but who are worried
about gift tax consequences. The good news is that
payments made directly to the university to cover
tuition are exempt from the gift tax, although
additional costs such as room and board are not.
Unfortunately, direct tuition payments may be counted
as either income against the student’s financial aid
allocation (reducing it by 50%), or as a financial
resource available to the student (reducing financial aid
dollar-for-dollar). Hence, this only makes sense for
students who are not concerned about need-based aid
or if the payment is made during the final year of
school.
Tax law is ever-changing and can be quite complex. It
is highly recommended that you consult with a
financial or tax professional with any tax-related
questions or concerns. An investor should consider the
investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses
associated with municipal fund securities before
investing. More information about municipal fund
securities is available in the issuer's official statement,
and the official statement should be read carefully
before investing. 529 plans are tax-deferred college
savings vehicles. Any unqualified distribution of
earnings will be subject to ordinary income tax and
subject to a 10% federal penalty tax.
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Get Your Estate Plan in Gear
Estate planning laws have undergone swift changes
over the past several years and may change again in the
years ahead. If you're creating or updating an estate
plan, it's essential that you seek the advice of an
attorney who's well versed in this area. Before you hire
an estate-planning attorney to draft or update your
estate plan, it's important to understand your role in
the estate-planning process.
Find a qualified attorney: Because your estate plan will
likely need to be updated as the years go by and your
personal circumstances change, it makes sense to find
an attorney who practices in the community where you
live. This can help you meet with him/her on an
ongoing basis.
Take stock of your assets: Before you meet with your
attorney, spend some time enumerating your assets
and their value: your investment accounts, life
insurance, personal assets such as your home, and your
share of any businesses that you own. Also gather
current information about any debts outstanding. Your
estate-planning attorney is likely to provide you with a
worksheet to document your assets and liabilities, but
it's helpful to collect this information in advance.
Identify key individuals: Another important aspect of
estate planning is identifying the individuals you trust
to ensure that your wishes are carried out once you're
gone.
Executor: A person who gathers all of your assets and
makes sure that they are distributed as spelled out in
your will.
Durable (Financial) Power of Attorney: A person you
entrust with making financial decisions on your behalf
if you should become disabled and unable to manage
your own financial affairs.
Power of Attorney for Health Care: A person you
entrust with making health-care decisions on your
behalf if you are disabled and unable to make them on
your own.
Guardian: A person who would look after your
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children if you and your spouse were to die when your
children are minors.
Know the key documents you need: When you meet
with your estate-planning attorney, he or she will
make recommendations about your estate plan. At a
minimum, you should ask your attorney to draft the
following documents.
Last Will and Testament: A legal document that tells
everyone, including your heirs, how you would like
your assets distributed after you're gone.
Living Will: A document that tells your loved ones
and your health-care providers how you would like to
be cared for if you should become terminally ill;
usually includes details about your views toward lifesupport equipment.
Durable (Financial) Power of Attorney: A document
that gives an individual the power to make financial
decisions and execute financial transactions on your
behalf if you are unable to do so.
Medical Power of Attorney: A document that gives an
individual the power to make health-care decisions on
your behalf if you are unable to do so.
Manage your documents: Once your estate-planning
documents are drafted, destroy any older versions of
them. Notify your executor of the whereabouts of your
estate-planning documents, and provide copies of the
relevant documents to your executor, powers of
attorney, and the guardian for your children.
Plan to keep your plan current: Last but not least, plan
to keep your estate plan current. One of the biggest
estate-planning pitfalls is drafting an estate plan but
not keeping it up to date. Changes may include
change in marital status, assets, financial status, death
or ill health of your beneficiaries, executor, power of
attorneys, or guardian.
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Bleak Picture
The Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) is
an organization founded in 1978 with the mission of
encouraging and contributing to the development of
sound employee-benefit programs. Every year, the
EBRI publishes a retirement confidence survey. The
2012 survey interviewed 1,003 workers and 259
retirees in order to find out their confidence in being
able to meet retirement financial goals.
Unfortunately, the survey results look pretty bleak this
year. For example, as the image illustrates, 30% of
workers report having saved less than $1,000, and 18%
report retirement savings in the $1,000–$9,999 range.
Overall, more than half of workers have less than
$25,000 saved, at a time when people start questioning
if $1 million will be sufficient for a safe retirement.
Take a minute and see if you recognize yourself in this
picture.
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